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Abstract: Objective: The goal of this study was to explore the effects of initiative content reduction surgery on prevention of intra-abdominal hypertension (IAH) after abdominal giant hernia repair in rabbits. Methods: Abdominal giant incisional hernia (AGIH) rabbit models were established and divided into group A and group B randomly. Rabbits
in both groups were treated with herniorrhaphy, the hernia contents were completely returned during surgery in the
group B, while the A group received partial resection of the greater omentum and then the hernia contents were
completely returned. Intra-abdominal pressure (IAP), wound complications, and death were recorded and statistically analyzed before and after surgery in the both groups. Results: There was no significant difference in IAP between
the two groups before surgery (P > 0.05). The results of 3 abdominal pressure examinations after surgery showed
that group A was all significantly lower than group B (all P < 0.05). There was a significant correlation between the
occurrence of wound dehiscence and the increase of IAP after surgery. Conclusion: Initiative content reduction surgery can effectively prevent the occurrence of IAH and abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS) after AGIH repair in
rabbits, and has application value in the clinic.
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Introduction
Incisional hernia is one of the common complications after abdominal surgery with an incidence of about 5%-10% [1]. The definition of
abdominal giant incisional hernia (AGIH) is that
the diameter of the abdominal wall defect
exceeds 12 cm or the ratio of hernia sac volume to abdominal cavity volume is more than
15% [2]. The incidence of abdominal hernia has
increased with the increase of abdominal surgery cases year by year. Take incisional hernia
for example: according to statistics, 2%-10% of
abdominal surgery can lead to incisional hernia
[3]. When there is no incarceration after incisional hernia repair or if the patients have no
symptoms, as the volume of hernia increases,
incarceration occurs, and the contents of the
original abdominal cavity gradually decrease,
resulting in abdominal giant hernia. Moreover,
in the case of incarceration, hernia contents

(intestine, omentum, etc.) are prone to necrosis, which seriously affects the quality of life of
patients and even threatens their lives. At present, surgery is the only effective treatment for
AGIH. Because of the influence of many factors,
such as old age or obesity, the recurrence rate
is 10%-30% and the complication rate is 50%
[4-7]. Among them, intra-abdominal hypertension (IAH) and abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS) are serious postoperative complications. The occurrence of IAH or ACS can
cause adverse effects on the organs of the
whole body, such as the decrease in returned
blood volume and the reduction of lung volume
caused by the elevation of the diaphragm, and
further affect the function of the heart and lung
[8]. In addition, the occurrence of IAH can stimulate the gastrointestinal tract to cause abdominal pain and diarrhea, and the blood supply of
mesenteric artery and intestinal mucosa will
decrease significantly under high pressure, and
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control and abdominal wall
compliance exercise. Some
scholars suggest that partial
resection of intestinal duct and
greater omentum can prevent
IAH and ASC after surgery [8]. In
clinical practice, initiative content reduction surgery could significantly reduce the incidence
of IAH and ACS after AGIH
repair, and has a good curative
effect and low recurrence rate
in small sample studies at home
and Abroad [12, 13]. However,
this technique still lacks pro
spective clinical control studies
with large samples and evidence-based medicine research.Therefore, the effects of this
technique on the prevention
and treatment of IAH after AGIH
repair were explored in this
study by animal experiments.
Figure 1. Surgical process of modeling A: Position; B: Exposed muscle; C:
Establishment of muscular layer defect; D: Interrupted suture incision with
silk thread.

the pH in intestinal mucosa will also decrease,
then leading to the bacterial translocation or
even sepsis [8]. Elevated abdominal pressure
can lead to kidney and renal vein pressure, and
activation of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone
system can cause oliguresis and water and
sodium retention, thus leading to an aggravation of edema in abdominal organs. When
abdominal pressure reaches a certain level,
intracranial pressure will increase and cerebral
blood perfusion pressure will decrease, which
may be related to the pressure of the superior
vena cava, obstruction of cerebral blood flow,
and decreased cardiac output. The combination of these multiple conditions can eventually
lead to multiple organ dysfunction or even
death [9-11].
Patients with abdominal giant hernia are mostly elderly suffering from various underlying diseases. Postoperative occurrence of IAH or ACS
will cause severe damage to all organs of these
patients. Therefore, prevention of IAH in the
perioperative period of AGIH becomes an
essential part of the treatment. However, it is
difficult for most patients with abdominal giant
hernia to achieve prevention through weight
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Materials and methods
Main materials

Experimental rabbits (New Zealand white rabbit), aged 1 year old, weighing 3-5 kg, were provided by Animal experiment center of Guangdong Grandhope Biotechnology Co., Ltd.
Bovine pericardial crosslinked biological patches (Guangdong Grandhope Biotechnology
Co., Ltd.).
Animal modeling
One-year-old healthy rabbits were forbidden to
eat and drink for 8 hours before surgery. One
mL/kg of 3% pentobarbital sodium was intravenously injected through the ear margin for
anesthesia. After anesthesia, the rabbits were
fixed with a supine position, skin preparation,
iodophor disinfection, and towel pavement was
performed. A 5 cm longitudinal incision was
made at a transverse finger near the left side of
the median line of abdomen, and the skin and
subcutaneous tissue were cut to expose the
muscles. A muscle tissue with diameter of
about 3 cm near the median line was resected
(preserving the complete peritoneum). Skin
and subcutaneous tissue were discontinuously
sutured with silk thread, and closed with medical glue (Figure 1). Penicillin was orally adminisInt J Clin Exp Med 2019;12(4):3750-3757
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Figure 2. Abdominal giant incisional hernia model 1
month after surgery (supine position)

tered 3 days after surgery. The rabbits were
raised by professionals in the animal experiment center of Guangdong Grandhope
Biotechnology Co., Ltd. at the temperature of
25°C-30°C and relative humidity of 40%-60%,
with discontinuous water feeding and free eating. The postoperative observation period was
1 month, and the wound healing, swelling, and
abdominal mass bulging were observed.
Abdominal incisional hernias occurred in all
experimental rabbits within one month (about
8-10 cm in diameter) (Figure 2).
Animal grouping
A total of 100 AGIH model white rabbits were
randomly divided into the experimental group
(group A) and the control group (group B).
Herniorrhaphy and abdominal pressure measurement
After anesthesia, the rabbits were taken supine
position, and the skin and subcutaneous tissue, muscular layer and peritoneum were punctured layer by layer with a sharp knife at the
median line of the abdomen, about two transverse fingers below the mass. One end of the
infusion tube was inserted into the abdominal
cavity about 5 cm and fixed, and the head of
the infusion tube ended with a saline bottle,
which was about 100 cm higher than the pubic
symphysis of the experimental rabbit. A total of
100 mL saline was injected into the abdominal
3752

cavity of the rabbit, and the saline at the end
was removed. After the liquid level in the tube
dropped to a stable level, the pressure value
(cmH2O) was collected at the end of inspiratory
with pubic symphysis as the baseline. The skin
and subcutaneous tissue were cut along the
scar of the last surgery, and the hernia sac was
exposed, completely separated, and opened
along the median incision. Hernia contents of
50 rabbits in the group B were completely
returned. circular resection of the hernial sac
was performed along the hernia sac neck, peritoneum, and muscular coat were continuously
sutured with absorbable lines, and then the
hernia sac neck was closed. The myometrium
around the hernia ring was pulled to the midline, and the muscular defect was closed by
continuous suture. The bovine pericardial
crosslinked biological patches were used to
repair, the absorbable lines were fixed in the
muscular coat, and the skin and subcutaneous
tissue were sutured discontinuously (excision
of excess skin). a total of 50 rabbits in the
group A were resected with partial greater
omentum (mainly hernia content omentum,
slight adhesion of omentum, no other pathological changes), the hernia contents were
returned, and the other operations were similar
to group B. Postoperative abdominal pressure
was measured in the same way (Figure 3).
Postoperative observation
The piezometer tube was kept for 2 days after
surgery, and the abdominal pressure was measured daily by the method mentioned above.
The wound local healing, swelling, patch infection, and mass bulging were observed. If there
was wound dehiscence, re-surgery was performed to debridement and suture. The individual with visceral prolapse was returned the
viscus and then debrided and sutured. The
time and cause of death were recorded.
Statistical analysis
SPSS 19.1 Statistical Software was used for
statistical analysis. The measurement data _are
expressed by mean ± standard deviation ( x ±
sd), and the changes of abdominal pressure
between the two groups before and after surgery were compared by t test. The counting
data are expressed by rate, and the abdominal
pressure between the two groups before and
after surgery was analyzed and compared by
rank sum test. The incidence of wound dehisInt J Clin Exp Med 2019;12(4):3750-3757
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Figure 3. Herniorrhaphy Hernia repair and abdominal pressure measurement A: Abdominal hernia measurement;
B: Pressure tap establishment; C: Abdominal pressure measurement; D: Skin and subcutaneous tissue incision; e:
Hernia sac separation; f: Hernia sac measurement; G: Resected hernia sac; H: Resected greater omentum in the
group B; I: Biological patch placement and fixation.

cence within one month after surgery was analyzed and compared with Chi-square test. The
correlation between wound dehiscence and
postoperative abdominal pressure was analyzed by binary logistic regression analysis.
When P < 0.05, the difference was statistically
significant.
Results
Results of abdominal pressure measurement
There was no significant difference in abdominal pressure between the two groups before
surgery (P > 0.05). The abdominal pressure in
group B was higher than that in group A on day
3753

0,1, and 2 after surgery, and the difference was
statistically significant (all P < 0.05) (Table 1).
The abdominal pressure in the two groups after
surgery was significantly higher than that before
surgery, and the difference was statistically significant (P < 0.05) (Figure 4). The abdominal
pressure in group A was significantly lower than
that in group B on the day of the surgery (Figure
5).
Postoperative complications
Wound healing of experimental rabbits was
observed within one month after surgery. In
group B, there were 11 cases of wound dehisInt J Clin Exp Med 2019;12(4):3750-3757
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Table 1. Average abdominal pressure (cmH2O, x ± sd)
Before surgery
(D)
Group A 5.05 ± 0.54
Group B 4.93 ± 0.52
t
1.139
P
0.257
Group

Surgery day
(D0)
5.25 ± 0.54
6.99 ± 0.65
14.371
< 0.001

1 day after
surgery (D1)
5.15 ± 0.54
7.09 ± 0.76
14.615
< 0.001

2 days after
surgery (D2)
5.10 ± 0.51
7.13 ± 0.67
16.820
< 0.001

Figure 4. Varying curve of abdominal pressure in group A and group B D:
before surgery; D0: the surgery day; D1: 1 day after surgery; D2: 2 days after
surgery; *** was P<0.001.

2 cases of wound dehiscence,
no visceral prolapse and death,
and the incidence of wound
dehiscence was 4.0%. Chisquare test showed that there
were significant differences in
the incidence of wound dehiscence between the two groups.
There were 9 rabbits in group B
that died 8-20 days after surgery, and all of them had visceral prolapse, intestinal dilatation, and tissue edema. Only
1 case died of anesthesia accident in the group A (Table 2). In
addition, the experimental rabbits in the both groups had normal diet and defecation after surgery. Additionally, a few of them showed obvious edema but
recovered without special treatment. No patch infection or
incisional hernia recurrence
was found in all subjects. Patch
specimens were taken out 1
month later, and patches in all
surviving individuals were in
good condition.
Death of mice was taken as dependent variable, and abdominal pressure as independent
variable, and the mean abdominal pressure in group B was
about 7 cmH2O. Analysis of the
assignment (abdominal pressure > 7 = 1, and ≤ 7 cmH2O
= 0) by binary logistic regression analysis showed a significant correlation between death and abdominal pressure
on day 0, 1, and 2 after surgery
(Table 3).
Discussion

Patients with abdominal giant
hernia have a very long history,
are often severely obese, and
Figure 5. Comparison of abdominal pressure distribution between two
are associated with a variety of
groups of rabbits on the surgery day D0: the surgery day.
chronic diseases [4, 5]. In this
case, if the contents of the hercence, among which 9 cases had visceral pronia are completely returned during surgery,
lapse and died, and the incidence of wound
combined with postoperative gastrointestinal
dehiscence was 22.0%. In group A, there were
deterioration, postoperative fluid resuscitation,
3754
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were used in this study. The
use of animal models makes
Group
Wound dehiscence No wound dehiscence Death Survival
the appearance of rare diseasGroup A
2
48
1
49
es in the human body to be
Group B
11
39
9
41
well simulated and has a posit
6.966
5.156
tive and important significance
P
0.008
0.023
in the completion of the process of disease development
and treatment [20, 21]. The
Table 3. Binary regression analysis of death and intra-abdominal
results of this study showed
hypertension
that during the abdominal
CI (95% configiant hernia repair in experiB
SE
Wald df
P
dence interval)
mental rabbits, the complete
Surgery day
1.962 0.801 5.991 1 0.014 1.478-34.210
return of hernia contents re1 day after surgery 3.083 1.118 7.607 1 0.006 2.440-195.075
sulted in a significant increase in postoperative abdominal
2 days after surgery 1.825 0.795 5.265 1 0.022 1.305-29.459
pressure, which is consistent
with the conclusion of clinical
abdominal compliance decrease and other facretrospective study. In clinical practice, IAH was
found in all abdominal giant hernia patients
tors, the postoperative IAP will be significantly
with complete return of herniation contents
increased, which can further lead to IAH, and
during surgery. In addition, postoperative fluid
cause multiple organ damage such as heart,
resuscitation and intestinal edema, hypofunclung, kidney, brain, and even multiple organ failtion resulted in an increase in the contents of
ure (MOF) [14]. Moreover, IAH can easily develthe abdominal cavity, and forced closure of the
op to ACS that is hard to treat and with a high
abdominal cavity after resection of the hernia
mortality (60%-70% reported abroad) [15, 16].
sac resulted in a decrease in the abdominal volStudies on the IAP have found that the curve of
ume, implantation of artificial materials.
abdominal pressure/volume was not a straight
Abdominal muscle tension caused by postopline. When the volume reaches a certain value,
erative pain and postoperative abdominal band
if the volume continues to increase, the abdo
protection resulted in lower abdominal compliinal pre sure will increase steeply, on the conance. The combined effects of these factors
trary, volume reduction can significantly reduce
eventually led to a sharp increase in abdominal
abdominal pressure [17]. A retrospective analypressure in patients. Clinically, increased
sis from 2011 to 2013 showed that in obese
abdominal contents, reduced abdominal volpatients with AGIH repair, the use of initiative
ume or decreased abdominal compliance may
content reduction and primary repair with biolead to IAH. Additionally, intra-abdominal infeclogical patches could effectively reduce posttion, abdominal aortic aneurysm rupture, intesoperative abdominal pressure, thus achieving
tinal obstruction, severe abdominal trauma,
the purpose of preventing IAH. Furthermore, it
retroperitoneal hemorrhage, pneumoperitoneal
can reduce the incidence of postoperative comlaparoscopic surgery, acute pancreatitis and
plications by reducing postoperative BMI [18].
abdominal giant hernia surgery are common
However, due to ethical reasons, the technique
surgical causes [22]. All kinds of patches are
is still lack of prospective control study.
widely used in the treatment of abdominal herTherefore, in this experiment, rabbits with siminia, and in this experiment, the bovine pericarlar abdominal wall structure to human were
dial crosslinked biological patches were used
selected as experimental objects to explore the
to repair [23-25]. The suture of hernia in both
effects of initiative content reduction surgery
groups was performed by patches with approon the prevention and treatment of IAH after
priate size for hernia, because studies have
abdominal giant hernia repair [19].
found that the appropriate size of patches can
reduce complications [26] and influence of
On the basis of the previous theories and the
patch size was excluded in this study. Nine
practices of small samples, the new surgical
cases died in the group without volume reducmethods and new materials, which often need
tion during postoperative observation, all of
to be verified by animal experiments in clinic,
Table 2. Wound condition and death condition
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them had wound dehiscence and visceral prolapse, accompanied by severe intestinal
edema. Statistical analysis showed that there
was a significant correlation between wound
complications and abdominal pressure, so the
cause of death was wound dehiscence caused
by IAH. The increase of abdominal pressure can
reduce the blood supply of the abdominal wall
by reducing cardiac output and increasing
abdominal blood flow resistance. Some studies
have shown that IAH can prolong stitch removal
time of abdominal incision [27]. The use of initiative content reduction during the surgery can
greatly reduce postoperative abdominal pressure, which is consistent with the clinical findings [18]. The incidence of wound complications in the experimental group was significantly lower than that in the control group, indicating that the initiative content reduction surgery
can reduce the wound dehiscence and visceral
prolapse by reducing the postoperative abdominal pressure, thereby reducing the postoperative mortality.
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The observation period of this experiment was
relatively short, and the complications after
surgery might not be comprehensive. Moreover,
due to limited funds, the function of related
organs was not tested. The intestinal duct was
not resected in the initiative content reduction
surgery because of its high difficulty of operation, thus, the safety of primary repair with biologic patches needs to be further studied in
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patches was explored after partial intestinal
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and the effect of initiative content reduction
surgery on the long-term prognosis of abdominal giant hernia.
In conclusion, initiative content reduction surgery can effectively prevent the occurrence of
IAH and ACS after AGIH repair in rabbits, and
has application value in the clinic.
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